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Abstract 
The rapid development of Internet applications that require small delay or large 
bandwidth is challenging today's Internet routing infrastructure. Due to scalability 
and administration considerations, it is hard for the current inter-domain routing 
protocols to route the packets efficiently. As a result, there is an urgent demand for 
efficient management of IP traffic over the existing Internet's infrastructure to 
provide better transmission service to the clients. 
In this thesis, we propose the overlay auxiliary routing (OAR) mechanism to address 
the above problem. OAR builds a geographically distributed overlay network built 
on top of existing Internet routing substrate. By carefully redistributing OAR clients' 
traffic over such overlay network, OAR mechanism provides better transmission 
service to clients. Since OAR is embedded in the IP networks to enhance the 
efficiency of IP routing, it is an auxiliary routing mechanism using overlay network. 
The OAR nodes reroute their clients' traffic cooperatively to minimize their overall 
delay. We first study the minimum-delay routing problem for overlay network under 
stationary input traffic, based on Gallager's minimum-delay routing problem [46]. 
Then we compare the performance of optimal overlay routing with optimal IP 
routing. We find that the performance of optimal overlay routing largely depends on 
the topology of both overlay network and IP network. Furthermore, simulation 
results show OAR can also bypass the congested link and smooth the link loading in 
the underlying network. For practical implementation, we propose a two-step 
sub-optimal routing algorithm, which is called sub-optimal overlay auxiliary routing 
ii 
(SOAR) algorithm. SOAR is flexible and responsive under highly dynamic Internet 
traffic on short time-scales, and it ensures loop-freedom at every instant. 
Experimental results show SOAR can offer significant performance improvement on 
overall delay, packet loss rate, and potential sending rate, compared with direct IP 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Internet content providers face a difficult dilemma today. They have the technology 
to produce and distribute next-generation online content such as crisp, full-screen 
video and enhanced audio, but because of unstable Internet performance, the 
majority of their customers are not able to use them. In addition, businesses that rely 
on the Internet to conduct daily transactions often suffer from slowdown and outage 
of services and subsequently frustrated end user. 
Studies show that in Internet there often exist alternate paths with significantly 
superior qualities than the default one [1], Today's Internet is organized as a vast 
group of independently operating autonomous systems (ASs) peering together. 
Currently, the border gateway protocol version 4 (BGP4) is the most widely used 
routing protocol between ASs. Due to the scalability and the administration 
consideration, BGP4 is neither intended nor designed to take care of the varying 
Internet path performance characteristics. This results in reduced end-to-end 
transmission service and inefficient network resource utilization. 
Research shows that there is a tremendous amount of congestion that delays content 
from reaching end users in some part of the network, while there is considerable 
amount of spare bandwidth in other parts [18]. The problem is getting worse as more 
networks evolve, more users get online and more data-heavy content is put on the 
Internet. It has become widely recognized that the next major challenge in enabling 
next-generation applications is an efficient management of IP traffic over the 
existing Internet's infrastructure. [19] 
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Over the past few years, application layer overlay networks have emerged as an 
alternative to introduce new functionalities that are either too cumbersome to deploy 
in the underlying IP infrastructure, or require information hard to obtain at the IP 
level [5]. Motivated by the positive results of the overlay approach for specific 
network services, we propose the overlay auxiliary routing (OAR) mechanism as a 
means to address the efficient IP traffic management problem. 
OAR utilizes a geographically distributed application layer overlay network that is 
built on the top of existing Internet routing substrate to provide a better transmission 
service to its clients. Logical connections are set up between OAR nodes, and we 
call these logical connections OAR links. OAR nodes handle OAR clients' traffic 
flows aggregately and efficiently routing them over the OAR links. Traffic 
engineering can be done on this overlay network to make the best use of network 
resources. We do this by minimizing the end-to-end overall delay of clients' traffic. 
Since OAR is embedded in the IP network to enhance the efficiency of IP routing, 
we call it auxiliary routing using overlay network. 
Using overlay network to realize Internet IP traffic management has the advantage 
of flexibility and is easy to deploy. Because our OAR mechanism route packets at 
the application layer, it is transparent to IP routers and clients. Therefore, ISPs' can 
easily adopt it without router modification and clients can easily benefit from 
performance improvements without system modification. 
To further understand the motivation of our OAR mechanism, let's consider the 
following application models. 
1. ISPs cooperative model: this model provides an easy way for 
geographically distributed ISPs to establish a multi-lateral business 
relationship that involves multiple routing domains. ISPs place OAR 
nodes in their routing domains to form an overlay network. They provide 
enhanced network services to their clients by explicitly manage the 
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clients' traffic over the overlay network. 
2. Third-party network service provider model: in this model, a service 
provider buys network access from several traditional ISPs and places 
nodes in different routing domains. These nodes form an overlay network, 
which the third-party provider uses to offer enhanced network services to 
its customers. 
3. Model of enhanced VPN service: an organization may also use this 
overlay network to provide enhanced services in its virtual private 
network (VPN). 
Given the network topology, stationary underlying network traffic and stationary 
OAR clients' traffic demand, we solve the minimum delay routing problem. This 
optimal overlay routing extends the classical minimum delay routing for IP network 
[7，46]. We compare the performance of optimal routing at overlay level with the 
optimal routing at IP level. However, this optimal overlay routing algorithm is not 
suitable for the highly dynamic Internet traffic and topology, because it requires the 
input traffic and network topology to be stationary or quasi-stationary. Another 
limitation of this optimal overlay routing algorithm is that it needs routing 
information to be consistent throughout the OAR network, which asks for a 
time-consuming synchronization process. Therefore, we propose a sub-optimal 
routing algorithm, which is a "heuristic" algorithm that is flexible and responsive to 
dynamic Internet traffic and topology. We call this heuristic algorithm SOAR 
algorithm (Sub-Optimal Overlay Auxiliary Routing). It is a loop-free two-step 
routing algorithm. In the first step, the OAR node L sets up multiple paths to 
destination M by defining a blocking set, which is used to prevent routing loops. In 
the second step, OAR nodes use an adaptive algorithm to distribute the traffic 
among multiple paths to get local routing optimization. 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
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Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction on various aspects of current Internet routing 
related to our studies. First we survey current inter-domain routing protocols and 
their performance. Then, various efforts to improve current Internet' routing 
efficiency are introduced, including traffic engineering in intra-domain routing and 
classical minimum delay routing algorithm. 
Chapter 3 gives a view of some current overlay techniques. The differences between 
our approach and these existent techniques are discussed. 
In Chapter 4 we adopt a distributed algorithm to give an optimal solution of the 
overlay minimum delay routing problem. Then, we compare the performance of this 
optimal overlay routing with that of optimal EP routing. 
Chapter 5 describes the SOAR algorithm. First we approximate the conditions of 
optimal overlay routing. Then we give a whole picture of our SOAR algorithm. 
After that, we give more detailed discussion on the traffic allocation algorithm. We 
close this chapter with the discussion on the measuring of marginal delay of OAR 
link. 
In Chapter 6，we investigate the efficiency of our SOAR (Overlay Auxiliary 
Near-Optimal Routing) algorithm by comparing the performance of SOAR with 
direct IP routing and equal loading multi-path routing. Experiment results show that 
significant improvements on overall delay, packet loss rate and potential sending 
rate can be achieved by our SOAR algorithm. 
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Performance Studies 
According to the hierarchical structure of Internet, routing protocols are classified 
into two classes: intra-domain routing protocols and inter-domain routing protocols. 
A routing protocol can also be performance sensitive or non-performance sensitive. 
Nowadays, the most widely used inter-domain routing protocol is the Border 
Gateway Protocol version 4 (BGP4), which is a non-performance sensitive routing 
protocols. Many studies on BGP4 show that it is a big performance bottleneck for 
end-to-end applications and its fault recovery mechanism often takes long time to 
converge. Many research works have been done on how to improve today's Internet 
routing performance. Many optimal routing schemes are proposed, however, due to 
their scalability, robustness, complexity and administration problems, they are not 
implemented in today's Internet. 
2.1 Border Gateway Protocol Version 4 (BGP4) 
The Internet is organized as independently operating autonomous systems (AS's) 
that peer together. In this architecture, detailed routing information is maintained 
only within a single AS and its constituent networks operated by network service 
providers. The information shared with other providers and AS's is heavily filtered 
and summarized using the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP-4) miming at the border 
routers between AS's [20]. This allows the Internet to scale to millions of networks. 
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BGP4 has been around for years and does a good job of accomplishing its three 
primary purposes: maintaining the reachability of networks, eliminating routing 
loops and CIDR routing [18]. Unlike other routing protocol, in BGP, the network 
administrators at each AS define a "routing policy" (local preferences, MEDs, etc.) 
that dictates how routes are selected and advertised. BGP router picks up the path 
firstly according to these manual policies. If there are still multiple paths, BGP4 will 
always pick the path with the least number of AS hops for a particular route. 
BGP4 was neither intended nor designed to take care of the varying performance 
characteristics and network topology of Internet except where reachability is 
concerned. When determining the performance of one route over another, it only 
considers the AS hops. This metric correlates poorly with performance 
characteristics such as latency or drop rate. While, taking other performance metrics 
into consideration will limit the scalability and robustness of BGP4. The wide-area 
routing scalability requirement on BGP4 comes at the cost of reduced performance 
of end-to-end communication between Internet hosts [3]. Studies have also showed 
that BGP's fault recovery mechanisms sometimes take many minutes before routes 
converge to a consistent form [10], and the path outages may lead to significant 
disruptions in communication lasting tens of minutes or more [21, 11，22]. Therefore, 
today's Internet is vulnerable to router and link faults, configuration errors, and 
malice — hardly a week goes by without some serious problem affection the 
connectivity provided by one or more Internet Service Providers (ISPs) [44]. 
2.2 Internet Performance Studies 
In [1], Stefan Savage explored the impact of Internet routing protocols and policies 
on end-to-end performance. They used five distinct datasets containing 
measurements of "path quality", such as round-trip time, loss rate, and bandwidth, 
taken between pairs of geographically diverse Internet hosts. They constructed the 
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set of potential alternate paths by composing these measurements to form new 
synthetic paths. They found that path selection in the wide-area Internet is 
suboptimal from the standpoint of end-to-end latency, packet loss rate, and TCP 
throughput. In 30-80% of the end-to-end cases, there is an alternate path with 
significantly superior quality. This study showed the potential long term benefits of 
"detouring" packets via a third node. 
There are many other studies on the behavior of Internet routing, and most of them 
are in the area of routing instability. They studied how routes change over time, and 
its impact on Internet communication performance. However, they did not consider 
how path quality is affected by route selection. 
In [47], Chinoy studied the frequency of changes in network connectivity using 
routing protocol trace in NSFNET, and concluded that routing changes generally do 
not originate in the backbone. Therefore, a small number of edge networks account 
for a disproportionate number of the total routing transitions. A recent study by 
Paxson examined the characteristics of a larger set of paths using an automated 
analysis of TCP data transfers [13]. Paxson's results indicated that there is a wide 
variation in path characteristics such as round-trip time, packet loss, and bandwidth. 
He also found that the amount of available bandwidth tends to be stable for time 
periods up to several hours. In [12], Labovitz et al. examined pathologies in the 
observed behavior of BGP routing protocol. They found that the vast majority of 
routing updates are pathological and do not reflect real topological changes. Also, 
they showed that periods of routing instability are correlated with periods of high 
traffic load and also exhibit strong periodicity. They found, by examining routing 
table logs at Internet backbones, that 10% of all considered routes were available 
less than 95% of the time, and that less than 35% of all routes were available more 
than 99.99% of the time. Furthermore, they found that about 40% of all path outages 
took more than 30 minutes to repair and were heavy-tailed in their duration. These 
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findings do not argue well for mission-critical services that require a higher degree 
of end-to-end communication availability. 
2.3 Improve Routing Performance 
In both research and practice, much effort has been put on routing performance 
improvement. In the early 1980s, the original ARPANET used a delay and 
congestion based distributed adaptive shortest path routing algorithm [14，48]. At 
that time, the minimum delay routing algorithm was also developed [7]. However, as 
ARPANET evolved into an Internet connecting the networks of multiple agencies, 
the need for autonomous control emerged. Furthermore, the requirement of 
propagating performance measurements to the whole network limited the routing 
protocols to scale to large network. As a result, today's wide-area routing protocols 
are based on a number of factors that are only loosely correlated with performance. 
In this section, we will introduce some techniques used to improve both the local 
and wide-area routing performance. We also introduce the studies on the minimum 
delay routing problem. 
2.3.1 Traffic Engineering 
In large Internet backbones, service providers have to explicitly manage the traffic 
flows in order to optimize the use of network resources. This process is often called 
Traffic Engineering (TE). Recently, TE has received tremendous attention in the 
Internet community and several IETF drafts have appeared [42]，[43]. Common 
Objectives of TE include balancing traffic distributing across the network and 
avoiding congestion on hot spots [23]. TE solutions are most effective in a network 
under a single administrative domain such as ISPs, where knowledge of the link 
characteristics and input traffic matrix can be obtained [45]. 
Currently, most large Internet backbones employ a popular TE approach using an 
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overlay model, such as IP over ATM or EP over frame relay [49]. With this approach, 
IP service provider establishes logical connections between the edge nodes in a 
backbone. The logical connections are set up as ATM or FrameRelay PVCs. The 
emerging Multi-Protocl Label Switching (MPLS) standard brings a new way for 
setting up such logical connections. With these logical connections, service 
providers can control the distribution of traffic over physical topology through 
routing on these logical connections. An optimal overlay traffic distribution in a 
network that supports multi-link loading sharing is proposed in [51]. 
Approaches without overlay have also been tried by some service providers in the 
past few years. When a link is experiencing congestion, service providers increase 
the weight of that link in the hope so that traffic will be moved away from it. 
However, these practices were done based on simple heuristics and lack of a 
systematic strategy. Another way to achieving better traffic distribution without 
overlay is to use equal cost load balancing in the OSPF routing protocol [50]. In [23], 
Y.R Wang proved that any given set of optimal routes based on the overlay approach 
can be converted into a set of shortest paths based on some set of positive link 
weights. With approach proposed in paper [23]，optimal traffic engineering is 
achieving using modified shortest path routing over physical topology rather than 
logical connections. However, the results of [23] assume forwarding decisions are 
specific to each source-destination pair, and the router has ability to split traffic in an 
arbitrary ratio over different shortest paths. Both assumptions are at odds with 
current IP forwarding mechanisms. In [24], a destination based aggregation of traffic 
and approximating unequal traffic splitting method was proposed. This method can 
achieves a near-optimal solution while removes two feigned assumptions in [23]. 
2.3.2 Network-layer Techniques 
Methods mentioned in previous section are designed for networks under the same 
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administrative control. However, practical mechanisms for wide-area routing 
performance improvement and Internet recovery from outages or badly performing 
paths are lacking. 
Early ARPANET routing is more dynamic, responsive to the loading and utilization 
of the network than today's BGP4 routing. By 1989, the ARPANET evolved to using 
a delay and congestion based distributed shortest path routing algorithm [14，48]. 
However, the diversity and size of today's decentralized Internet requires such 
protocols that perform more aggregative and need fewer updates. As a result, people 
adopt BGP4 that is able to scale to large network as today's inter-domain routing 
protocol. 
An oft-cited "solution" to achieve fault-tolerant network connectivity for a small- or 
medium-sized customer is multi-home, advertising a customer network through 
multiple ISPs. The idea is that the customer could connect via another ISP when 
there is an outage in one ISP. However, because of the degree of aggregation used to 
achieve wide-area routing scalability, this solution does not quickly and effectively 
achieve fault detection and recovery. To limit the size of their routing tables, many 
ISPs will not accept routing announcements fewer than 8192 contiguous addresses. 
Because small companies do not often require such a large address block, they 
cannot effectively achieve multi-home. One alternative may be "provider-based 
addressing", where an organization gets addresses from multiple providers. But this 
requires the organization handling two distinct sets of addresses on its hosts. It is 
unclear how on-going connections in one address set can seamlessly switch to 
another set in this model. 
Much work has been done on how to provide Quality-of-Service (QoS) to meet 
user's performance requirements. Two main approaches are Integrated Services 
Network (Intserv) [37] and Differentiated services (Diffserv) [38]. The purpose of 
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the Intserv is to introduce the principles of circuit-based networks, like the Public 
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), to the connectionless IP network, by 
establishing 'channels' for each flow [39]. Differentiated services (Diffserv) is a 
state-less protocol to aggregates of flows by classifying each flow at the edges of the 
network [39]. The biggest problem to implement these two approaches is that they 
need support of all the routers along the routing path, which make them not 
practical. 
QoS routing algorithms are complicated. The basic function of QoS routing is to 
find a network path which satisfies the given constraints. In addition, most QoS 
routing algorithms consider the optimization of resource utilization [36]. The 
difficulty of QoS routing lies in that multiple constraints often make the routing 
problem intractable, and the dynamic of network state makes it difficult to gather 
up-to-date information in a large network [36]. Furthermore, current QoS routing 
algorithm either has scalability problem or dose not able to obtain precise 
information. [36] Therefore, it is hard to provide end-to-end QoS service to the end 
users at network layer. 
2.3.3 Minimum Delay Routing 
In this section we discuss the minimum-delay routing problem on IP network, which 
is the base of our work. 
The minimum-delay routing problem (MDRP) is a special case of Separable 
Multicommodity Flow Problem with Arc Capacities (SMFPAC), with a convex 
object function that provides a measure of communication "delay" on arc (i, j)，i.e., 
the IP link (i, j). This delay depends on the total flow of the link. 
Gallager[46] studied this special case of SMFPAC problem, and proposed a 
distributed adaptive routing algorithm in practice to archive the minimum delay 
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routing. Here we describe the problem, and the conditions that satisfy the problem. 
Let —j be the expected input traffic, entering the network at router i and destined to 
router j. Let t) be the sum of r j and the traffic arriving from the neighbors of i to 
destination j. We let routing parameter (f)],^ be the fraction of traffic t) that leaves 
router i over link (i, k). 
柳 J � 
尸2⑶ 
Figure 2.1 Nodes, links and inputs in a network 
Assuming that the network does not lose any packets, we have: 
, 卜 ； + I M � (2.1) keN' 
where N ' is the set of neighbors of router i. Let 众 be the expected traffic on link 
(i, k). Then, we have: 
h = 於 ； P.2) 
JeN' 
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Note that 0< /；^  < Q，where Q is the capacity of link (i，k). 
We define Z).^  as the expected number of packets per unit time transmitted on link 
(i, k) times the expected delay per packet. We assume that packets are delayed only 
by the links of the network. We also assume D,众 only depends on flow and 
link characteristics such as propagation delay and link capacity. D “ j ] k � i s a 
continuous and convex function that tends to infinity as f汰 approaches . The 
total expected delay per packet times the total expected number of packet arrivals 
per unit time is given by 
Dr = I X ( A ) (2.3) 
MDRP is stated as this: given a fixed network topology, input traffic flow set 厂={r]} 
and delay function (/； )々for each link (i, k), the minimization problem is to find 
the routing parameter set (j) 二 such that the total expected delay D .^ is 
minimized. 
D'丨k {fik)^dDj/ dij is called the marginal delay or incremental delay of the path 
that is from node i to node j via node k. Gallager found that Dj is minimized if and 
only if all flows travel along minimum marginal delay paths. Let w denoted a source 
and destination pair, assuming that there are m paths from source to the destination 
in the view of source node and each path is denoted by an integer n，n g (1, m). Let 
jD" denoted the marginal delay of path n，n e (1, m). Let 伞’、denoted the fraction 
of traffic that source node forward to path n, n g (1, m). Let 乂，be the set of path 
that the source node forward nonnegative amount of traffic on it, S^ ^ = {n | (j)’�>0 
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and n e (1, m)} 
Source \ f Destination of 
� f w w 
Figure 2.2 multiple paths between a source destination pair 
The routing solution to MDRP is to distribute flows on each path such that every 
source and destination pair w in the network satisfies following two constrains: 
Dp = Dq, ifp,q e (2.4) 
Dp < Dq, ifp e ^ (2.5) 
Gallagera gave a distributed loop-free adaptive routing algorithm to solve the 
problem under state or quasi-static routing conditions. 
Several algorithms have been proposed to improve Gallager's minimum-delay 
routing algorithm [33][34][35][9]. In [33]，A. Segall extended Gallager's 
minimum-delay routing algorithm to handle topological changes using techniques 
developed by [32]. In [34], C.G. Cassandras presented a better technique for 
measuring marginal delays. In [35], D. Bersekas speeded up the convergence of 
Gallager's algorithm. In [9], S. Vutukury adapted the Gallager's algorithm to 
dynamic network traffic conditions. 
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An overlay network is an isolated virtual network deployed over an existing network. 
It is composed of clients, routers and virtual links. Virtual links are logical 
connections set up between overlay nodes. Clients are traffic sources. Routers are 
traffic transits. Individual components (clients or routers) can participate in multiple 
overlay networks at the same time, and play different roles in different tasks (clients, 
router) in a same overlay network. 
Overlay is not a new idea; in fact, Internet itself was developed as an overlay on the 
telephone network. In the past few years, overlay networks were introduced for 
various purposes, including providing IPv6 connectivity using 6-Bone [16], 
providing ATM, MPLS traffic engineering using overlay Model [49] and today's 
commercial virtual private networks (VPNs) [55]. Recently, overlay networks has 
been designed as a platform for introducing new functionality at the application 
layer. These functionalities may be too cumbersome to deploy in the underlying IP 
infrastructure or require information hard to obtain at the IP level. 
As described in [17], Overlay has the function of containment. Containment is the 
ability of an overlay to restrict the visibility of its contents. Like IPv6, it uses 
tunneling to encapsulate the packets of new protocol, which could not be recognized 
by primarily IPv4 routers. Tunneling avoids the need for contiguous availability, and 
allows skipping of the routers lacking new protocol capabilities. 
Overlay also has the advantage of flexibility. It can be deployed without being 
dependent on a single carrier or proprietary technology ~ and without being tied to a 
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long-term contract. It provides a flexible way to deploy new service, such as using 
overlay to build a VPN with hosts scattered in different ISPs. 
Another use of overlay is to provide service guarantee. The overlays reserve 
components and capacity along tunnels to provide service guarantees to the clients. 
Overlays for service guarantee can be used when it is not feasible to make changes 
on all the physical equipments. 
With the rapid development of overlays, tools have been developed for 
automatically building overlay network. The X-Bone is an infrastructure project 
designed to speed up the deployment of IP-based overlay networks [17]. It provides 
management functions and mechanisms to insert packets into the overlay, but does 
not yet support fault-tolerant operation and application-controlled path selection. 
3.1 Content Distribution Network 
Content distribution networks (CDN) such as Akamai, Cacheflow and Inktomi 
attempt to make up for the Internet's performance shortfall by moving content from 
a central location to geographically distributed web servers all over the world. The 
idea is that content will be closer on average to end-users if it can be accessed from 
a number of diverse locations. 
CDNs are often referred to as “edge solutions" because their focus is on improving 
Internet performance by bringing content closer to the last mile, or edge, of the 
Internet. They do not attempt to solve the routing efficiency problem and they are 
not practical for the real-time applications like teleconferencing. 
3.2 Relative Overlay Techniques 
Currently, several overlays have been proposed as an application layer platform to 
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provide routing and congestion controlling functions at the edge of the network. 
Their inspiriting experiments results exhibited the benefits to move some network 
core's functions to the network edge. 
Resilient Overlay Network (RON) [3] is an architecture deployed at end host to let 
end hosts and applications to quickly detect and recover from path outage and 
degraded performance. A RON is an application-layer overlay network over the 
existing Internet routing substrate. The RON nodes monitor the functioning and 
quality of the Internet paths among themselves, and use this information to decide 
whether to route packets directly over the Internet or by way of other RON nodes. 
Shortest path routing with the application-specific routing metrics is used in RON. 
Experiments of an 64-hour sampling period in March 2001 across a twelve-node 
RON, showed that RON'S routing mechanism was able to detect, recover, and route 
around all significant outages, in less than twenty seconds on average. However, the 
maintenance cost for RON is quite high and the routing on it was based on simple 
heuristics and lack of systematic strategy. 
MultiServ [4] is an application-layer multiple path routing architecture. It aimed to 
provide better end-to-end communication performance and hence enable more 
services for end-hosts. In this paper [4]，the authors studied a local optimal routing 
strategy to minimize total traffic generated and balance the utilization of logical 
links. Then an efficient real time heuristic routing method was proposed for use in 
practice. 
OverQoS [5] aimed to build architecture for service provider to offer Internet QoS 
using overlay network. It provides differential rate allocations, statistical bandwidth 
and loss assurances by controlling the loss on each overlay link. However, without 
addressing the problem of routing policy, the technique, which aggregates flow in 
the network architecture, can not fundamentally solve the problem. 
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The Detour framework [6，57] was motivated by the potential long-term 
performance benefits of indirect routing [1]. It is an in-kemel packet encapsulation 
and routing architecture designed to support alternate-hop routing, with an emphasis 
on high performance packet classification and routing. Detour improves the 
end-to-end transmission service by using a multipath performance sensitive routing 
algorithm. However, it routes traffic based on simple heuristics and is lack of 
systematic strategy for optimal traffic distribution over the overlay network. In 
addition, the maintenance cost for Detour is also quite high. 
In [25], Z.-L. Zhang advocated the Service Overlay Networks (SON) as a means to 
provide end-to-end QoS. The authors suggested that a SON is a logical end-to-end 
service delivery infrastructure on top of existing data transport networks. SON is 
established by purchasing bandwidth with certain QoS guarantees from individual 
network domains. In this paper, the authors analyzed the dynamic and static 
bandwidth provision problem of SON. However, to our knowledge, the deployment 
mechanism of SON network and the corresponding QoS routing algorithm are still 
lacking. 
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In response to the increasing demand of efficient Internet routing, we propose the 
Overlay Auxiliary Routing (OAR) mechanism. OAR is an overlay routing 
mechanism, which aims to enhance the end-to-end transmission performance to the 
OAR clients by trying to minimize their overall end-to-end delay. OAR mechanism 
selects a set of overlay nodes, which are placed in different routing domains to form 
a fully connected overlay network. We call this overlay network OAR network. It is 
important to notice that the OAR nodes are edge devices and do not appear in the 
core of the network. We believe that controlling routing at the edge of the network 
will offer sufficient performance improvement. At the same time, we avoid potential 
problems when supporting per-flow processing at very high traffic rate in the core of 
network. Logical connections are established between every two OAR nodes, and 
we call these logical connections the OAR links. Every OAR client is connected with 
an OAR node; the client will use this OAR node to send and receive packets. Figure 
4.1 shows the architecture of an OAR system. 
In our work, we do not address the OAR nodes placement problem. We focus on the 
routing part. We call the OAR node entry node, if it accepts packets from clients. 
Similarly, we call the OAR node exit node, if it delivers packets from the overlay 
network to the end clients. This notation is needed to distinguish the source address 
and the destination address of the packets. The path from an entry node to an exit 
node is called the overlay path. It consists of one or more OAR links. The OAR 
nodes along an overlay path are called the relay nodes. 
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I o C ,,,Routing 
^^"""^Xsi；；....../domains 
OAR client ^ ^ ...../ 
network of © ( E ) © 
OAR node A I J ^ y 7 ？ V 
M / ...... 
OARltodes L _ 
Figure 4.1 the OAR system architecture 
In OAR mechanism, every OAR node reroutes clients' packets using a similar 
tunneling technique as IPv6. The entry node determines the exit node for an IP 
packet according to its destination IP address, then encapsulates it into an 
application header with the exit node's IP address in it, and uses this header to route 
packet on the overlay network. The exit node recognizes the packets destined to it, 
extracts the original IP packets and delivers them to their destination. 
Every OAR node handles its clients' traffic aggregately. The objective of our OAR 
routing is to minimize the overall end-to-end delay of the OAR clients' traffic. The 
end-to-end delay consists of four parts: processing delay, transmission delay, 
propagation delay and queuing delay. [58] When the routes are fixed, the end-to-end 
delay depends on the loading on the IP links. Therefore, the overall end-to-end delay 
of the OAR clients' traffic can reflects the loading of the IP links in that OAR 
network at some extent. By minimizing the overall end-to-end delay of OAR clients' 
traffic, OAR nodes can also help to smooth the traffic and alleviate the congestion in 
the underlying network. 
In the following, we consider the problem of overall minimum delay routing on the 
overlay network under stationary or quasi-stationary network topology, and propose 
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a distributed routing scheme to solve it. This distributed routing scheme is an 
optimal overlay routing scheme. Similarly, if every router in the underlying network 
routes the traffic cooperatively to minimize the overall delay, we call such routing 
scheme the optimal IP routing. We investigate the performance of optimal overlay 
routing by comparing it with optimal IP routing. 
4.1 Minimum Delay Routing in Overlay Network 
4.1.1 Problem Formulation 
Figure 4.2 shows an example of an overlay network imbedded in an IP network. For 
simplicity, we do not show the links and routers which are not used by the overlay 
network. 
^BC 
^BA ^ ^BD 
JL 
rcD FCB 
Figure 4.2 OAR Nodes, links, routers and traffic inputs in an OAR network 
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The circles represent IP nodes, and the squares represent OAR nodes. Let the link 
from IP node i to node k be denoted by IP link (i, k). The OAR nodes are specific IP 
nodes performing OAR functions. Therefore, they have two identities: IP identity 
and Overlay identity. For example, OAR node A is also IP node 8. Let {L, M) denote 
an OAR link from node L to node M. Let Z(二"）be the set of IP links used by the 
OAR link {L, M). As an example, in Fig. 4.2 L(偶={(8，3)，（3, 4), (4，5), (5, 11)}. 
Let V be the set of all OAR links. We distinguish OAR link {L, M) from OAR link 
(M, L), which is often the case in real world. 
Let r^M be the external OAR traffic from node L to node M. (see above Fig.) 
Let /I丄似 be the total OAR traffic from OAR node L to node M, including the 
transit OAR traffic at node L. Let ^^jAK) be the fraction of ；I二, that is routed 
through OAR link {L, K). Let b“丨 be the total underlying network traffic on the IP 
link (i，j). Let ,乙欠 be the total OAR clients' traffic on OAR link {L, K). Finally let 
f . j be the total traffic on the IP link (i, j). From the conservation of flow conditions, 
we can obtain: 
K m = + Z 入k�iJkjAL~) , (4.1) {K,L)eV 
t L ’ K = l A • 具 ( L ’ K ) e V,丄类M (4.2) M 
fu=b 乂 一 、 ( 4 . 3 ) 
M 
Let C. J be the capacity of IP link (i, j), and j ] j < C. j . In what follows, we refer 
to the set of OAR traffic inputs {j^ m } as the OAR traffic input set r; the underlying 
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network traffic inputs {b^ j } as the underlying traffic input set b\ the set of expected 
total OAR node flows {；I二似} as the OAR node flow set X ； the set of fractions 
{(pi M (尺）} as the routing variable set 伞；the set of total traffic on OAR link (L, K) 
{ti K }as the OAR link flow set t; the set of total traffic on each IP link { j ] �} as the 
IP link flow set f . We have seen that for an arbitrary strategy of routing, r, X, (j), b, 
t a n d / a l l have meanings and satisfy (4.1) and (4.2). We are interested in a routing 
algorithm in which each node L chooses its own routing variables z^J^ ^ {K) for 
each K, M to minimize the overall delay. 
Let Dl’k be the expected end-to-end delay of OAR link (L, K) times the OAR 
clients' packets arrival rate on that link. Let Z),. ^ . be the expected delay of IP link {i, J). 
f 
We assume that D.j is a function only of the IP link flow)'". We also make the 
assumption that packets are delayed only by the links of the network. This 
assumption is reasonable if the processing time at an intermediate node is associated 
partly with the link on which the message arrives and partly with the link on which it 
departs. This is also a conventional assumption people often make [7，9，46]. We 
have that D二似 equals to the sum of D. j(f. j) times《，where(/’/) e ⑷： 
D, K = a .{(••) (4.4) 
乙’欠 L(/’./):(/’y)eL(人.人）I’广 J “•!， 
Let Dj. be the total expected delay per OAR client's packet times the total number 
of packet arrival rate and it is given by: Dt = Z (4.5) 
If we assume the underlying traffic input set b is giving, f . j is a function of OAR 
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link set t. As a result, D. . is a function of OAR link set t.〔欠 is a function of 
OAR input set r and routing variable set 伞.Therefore, Dt can be expressed as a 
function of OAR input set r and routing variable set (j) using Eq. (4.1) - (4.3). The 
overlay minimum delay routing problem can now be stated as follows: 
Given a fixed network topology, an OAR traffic input set r, a underlying traffic 
input set b’ delay function A"(Ay) ““乂 ""众 capacity C“jfor each link (i，j)， 
computing the routing parameter set 中={冷^乂⑷} such that the total expected 
delay Dj is minimized. 
That is: 
( \ 
m/m.m/z它 X�L,.’)):(/,,>,(''.”".’•/.(九•）， \Ki.Kw y 
where , 以 ' = ^ ： 义 ’ , 么 ( L ’ K) ^ V 
M 
fij=bij + Yuu^’KWj�eiy”K�h�K {L K) ^ V 
=Kj + YuKuKm (K) ’ ‘ 
M 
subject to: 
KM = + T^SMKMW, L ^ M ^ S 
s 
YAm �= 1 L “ 
{L,K)eV 
0 < (m�K�么 1 L 本 M 
中l�m�K�=0 L=M 
0 ^ f i j ^ C“丨 
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(4.6) 
4.1.2 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Distributed 
Computing 
The above overlay minimum delay routing problem is a special case of the general 
convex cost flow optimization problem. There are many approaches to solve this 
problem in literature [52]. When using these methods, a centralized routing 
algorithm is needed, i.e., every node must know the network topology and links state 
information. Centralized routing algorithm is at odds with current Internet routing, 
which is in favor of distributed routing. In [46], Gallager investigated the minimum 
delay routing problem, and proposed an adaptive distributed routing algorithm to 
solve it. A similar distributed approach can be used here to solve our problem. 
An important result of the distributed routing algorithm given by Gallager's is the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for minimum delay routing. Let � .b e the 
traffic input from node i to node j, and let k be the next node from node i to node / 
(钱)t (A)+奶 tV 加jk) is called the marginal delay or incremental delay of the path 
from node i to node j by the way of neighbor node k. Gallager showed that the 
overall delay was minimized, if and only if all flows travel along minimum marginal 
delay paths. Therefore, the basic idea of Gallager's adaptive distributed routing 
algorithm is that each node i incrementally decrease the routing variables 伞“人k) if 
its corresponding marginal delay ( L )+ ^^t I 加jk is large，and increase 
中“入k) if its corresponding marginal delay is small. The algorithm has two parts: a 
downstream partial ordering protocol between nodes to update the marginal delays 
and a loop-free algorithm to modify the routing variables. 
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Similarly, in order to solve our overlay minimum delay routing problem, we first 
derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the overlay minimum delay 
routing problem. 
We assume a small increment s of the input . For each succeed node K, an 
increment s (p^j^iK) of this new incoming traffic will flow over (L’ K). To first 
order approximation, this will cause an incremental delay on that link by 
/ \ 
I (/’y>L('-•尺） （,.">L(“'> y 
where ^^ denote the set of succeed nodes through which OAR node L forwards 
clients' traffic towards exit node M, 
If node K is not the destination node, the increment s ^^AM) of extra traffic at 
node K is equivalent to an increment s 么 new input traffic at node K. It 
will increase the delay on the path from node K to the destination node M, Summing 
over all adjacent nodes K, we find, forL^M 
^ = lJMtL’K X Av(A�+ Z 吼 、 导 、 ( 4 . 7 ) 
Next c o n s i d e r ^ ^ ^ ^ (火）.An increment s in (pj^^^i^) will cause an increment 
£ ；I二似 in the portion of ；I二似 flowing on link {L, K). If K is not the destination 
node, this will further cause an addition s /I力’似 to the traffic at K destined for M. 
Thus, for (Z, L 本 M, we have: 
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= K A h , . I D M ^ I A ， / A � + f ] ( 4 . 8 ) 
We call the marginal distance from OAR node L to M, and let D^ to ^f-LM 
denote it. We call ^ ^ A’./(Xj) the marginal delay of 
’（/’y)eZ_('-.” （/’y)ei('-’人。 
OAR link (L, K), and let to denote it. Using these two notations, Eq. (4.7) — (4.8) 
can be reformulated as follows: 
K = I X m � 乃 二 ） （ 4 . 9 ) 
T T ^ = KAI'K +4)， (L’K)A, L * M ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
Eq. (4.9) shows the relation between an OAR node's marginal distance to a 
particular destination and the marginal distances of its neighbors to the same 
destination. Eq. (4.10) shows the way to compute %么似（义）u s i n g 
corresponding /力 and D么.Given the underlying network topology and traffic set b, 
with an appropriate formula for ,)，the OAR node L can calculate /( — the 
marginal delay of its ongoing link (Z, K), hence calculate the marginal distance D^^  
to node M using eq. (4.9). Since the underlying network topology and traffic set b is 
hard to obtain for overlay node and the formula for D;队j) involves many 
assumptions which might be unwarranted, it might be preferable to estimate 
directly. We give a discussion on the estimation of links' marginal delay in chapter 
5.4. 
Note that with the reformulation of equations (4.7)- (4.8), the equations (4.9)-(4.10) 
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for calculating marginal delay have the same form as Gallager's results [7]. If we 
assume that is convex and continuously differentiable, using Lagrange 
multipliers for the constraint 二 1 and taking into account the 
{L,K)eV ’ 
constraint 0 < ^^ (^A：) < 7, we find that the necessary condition for a minimum 
of Dt with respect to 么似(K) for aWL^Mand {L, K) g Y is 
dD丁 = r = A A ^ ) > 0 ( 4 .11 ) 
where Xlm is some positive number. If we assume IP link delay D. j is convex u 
and continuously differentiable forO < f . j < C- j，and D. j monotonously increases 
with f . j , Eq.(4.12) is sufficient to minimize D^ with respect to (AT): 
(U)eL(� (i’neiy..K� Or^M 
We prove it in Appendix. Substituting = ^ ^ D.j{fi j) + ^ D. j{f i j ) 
’（,.J)eL(“'）’. ’ (i’neiy-.K� 
and D^ =———into the above equation, we obtain 
加LM 
+ � 2 D t ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
Eqs. (4.11) - (4.12) give the conditions for optimal overlay routing using distributed 
computation. We can see that these conditions for overlay network have the same 
form as conditions for traditional minimum delay routing problems proposed by 
Gallager [7]. 
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4.1.3 Optimal Overlay Auxiliary Routing (OOAR) 
Algorithm 
Without loss of generality, let N^ denote the neighbor set of OAR node L. 
According to the above conditions, the minimum delay routing problem now 
becomes one of determining, at each OAR node L for each exit node M: routing 
variable set (j)，D么 and S^,，such that the following five equations are satisfied: 
D's. = I X a ^ �( 4 + 《 ） （4.13) 
KeN'-
Sm =m (4.14) 
D t < + K e N ' (4.15) 
= (4.16) 
(/)�+/,乙）<(Z)g+/S)， PeSt, and Q^ St (4.17) 
This reformulation of the overlay minimum delay routing problem is crucial, 
because it is the first step that allow us to solve the problem by looking at the 
next-hops and distances obtained at each node for each destination. We can see that, 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for overlay minimum delay routing problem 
has the same form as the minimum delay routing problem solved by Gallager [7]. 
The difference between them is the calculation of . 
As a result, we adopt a similar distributed adaptive routing algorithm proposed by 
Gallager [46] to solve the optimal overlay routing problem, but with a different 
calculation. We call this routing algorithm Optimal Overlay Auxiliary Routing 
(OOAR). The main idea of OOAR is to incrementally decrease the routing variables 
(ff^ j^ (K) if its corresponding marginal delay D^ + ij^ is large, and increase those if 
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the corresponding marginal delay is small. 0 0 A R algorithm consists of two parts: a 
protocol to update the marginal delays and an algorithm to modify the routing 
variables. 
Firstly, in order to update the marginal delay, we define OAR node K as downstream 
from node L with respect to destination M, if there is a routing path from I to M 
passing through K. Then for each destination M, the downstream relation forms a 
partial ordering on the set of OAR nodes. The protocol used to update marginal 
delay is as follows: for each destination node M, it starts an iteration to update other 
nodes' marginal distance to it. In this iteration, each node L waits until it has 
received the value D^ from all downstream nodes K，whereK^M . The node L 
then calculates according to Eq. (4.13) and broadcasts this updated marginal 
delay to its neighbors. 
At every iteration, after receiving all the downstream nodes' marginal delays to a 
particular destination M, node L start a process to modify the routing variables. In 
this process, for downstream K who dose not have the minimum marginal delay 
among all the downstream nodes, node L will decrease its ^^AM) by A^ , and 
is proportional to the difference between node K's marginal delay and the 
minimum marginal delay. For the downstream J that has the minimum marginal 
delay among all the downstreams, node L will increase its ^Z^^ j^ (M) by ^ A^ . 
The process to calculate new routing variable set 伞 is called traffic allocation. In 
this algorithm, a blocking technique is needed to avoid loop at every instant. In this 
blocking technique, for each destination M, node L defines a set of blocked nodes, 
and set their ^zi^^(M) =0. By maintaining ( k Q M � o f the blocked node to be zero, 
we can make sure the loop-freedom at every instant. We decide K to be the blocked 
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node, if D^ > D ^ . We set up multiple paths to a destination by deciding the 
blocking set, so the process of deciding the blocking set is called the process of path 
establishment. 
4.2 Performance Comparing with Optimal IP routing 
If every router in a network routes the traffic cooperatively to minimize the overall 
delay, we call such routing scheme optimal IP routing. Compared with optimal IP 
routing, our OOAR routing scheme tries to minimize the overall delay of traffic on 
the overlay network that is built on parts of nodes from the underlying network. 
How well the OAR mechanism works largely depending on the topology of 
underlying IP network and the selection of OAR nodes. Generally speaking, the 
overlay paths taken the way of other overlay node may not be the best paths to a 
destination and sometimes may have much larger delay than the best paths. The 
overlapping in the underlying network between two OAR links will also limit the 
performance of OOAR routing. However, OOAR routing is still a good choice to 
avoid congestion and it is more flexible and easy to deploy than optimal IP routing. 
The overall delay of traffic on the overlay network can be greatly reduced by 
carefully selection of OAR nodes. Here, we want to evaluate the performance of our 
OOAR routing algorithm by comparing with the optimal IP routing algorithm and 
the single path routing algorithm. 
In some cases OOAR routing can perform as well as optimal IP routing. As 
illustrated in figure 4.3，in this network assuming that every node takes shortest path 
to each other, node A, B，C, D forms an OAR network. The four nodes control all 
the paths from one to another, and in this case, for OAR clients' traffic, OOAR 
routing has no difference from optimal IP routing. 
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y： 
mi 
Figure 4.3 Case that the performance of OOAR routing equals to optimal IP routing, 
squares represent OAR nodes 
However, bad selection of OAR nodes may results in no performance improvement 
when comparing with single path. As shown in figure 4.4, in the underlying network, 
assuming every node take the shortest path to each other. Node A, B, C and D form 
an OAR network. In this case, OAR mechanism has no performance improvement, 
and there is only one way between each other. This is an extreme case of OAR links' 
overlapping. We believe in Internet, if selected nodes were far from each other, 
overlapping is not a big problem. Furthermore, We design OAR network to be a 
globe network, too close nodes cannot show the advantages well. However, in this 
example, if we add node 2 to the OAR network, OOAR routing turns out to be the 
same as optimal IP routing. This shows the importance of node selection. 
Figure 4.4 Case for bad OAR node selection, squares represent OAR nodes 
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Generally, when selecting nodes to form an OAR network, we should select nodes 
with few overlapping links. 
OAR should have small penalty on the underlying network traffic. In our work, we 
do not design OAR to guarantee the performance of the existing network. What 
happens to the exiting network depends on the existing traffic pattern, size and 
network topology. We analyze the effect of optimal overlay routing on network 
congestion (utilization) here. Due to the diversiform of network traffic and topology, 
it is hard to get a determinate answer for all situations. In most cases, OAR will 
benefit both OAR clients' traffic and underlying network traffic. However, OAR 
may also have negative effect on the underlying network traffic, but there is a upper 
limitation on this negative effect. 
Let { r , ^ } be the input traffic set. Let } be the arbitrary original overlay 
traffic distribution, that is the portion of traffic on the path from node L to node M 
via neighbor K. Let be the corresponding original per packet delay on 
the path from node L to node M via neighbor K. And let } be the overlay 
traffic distribution after optimization, and {Z)丄似{K)} be the per packet delay on the 
path from L to M via K after optimization. Let {A^ ^,} be the amount of traffic 
changed on each overlay link: A^^ {K) = (ph^ (K) - (pl^ (K) • We 
= It means if we remove t l ’ M \ j A K ) amount of traffic from 
K 
path A：,  then for on or more other paths there should be totally 
amount traffic increased. Furthermore, this traffic adjustment will cause reduced 
total delay. 
We consider the simple two paths situations. After optimization, assume we remove 
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^LM^LM (火I) amount of traffic from path A：, to path K^. There are two situations. 
1. K^  is more congested than K ” In this case, the performance of existing 
network improved. Due to delay is monotonously increasing and convex 
in link flow, path K � w i l l have larger per packet delay decreased, while path K^ 
have smaller per packet delay increased. In other words, congestion in path K^  will 
be alleviate while path K^ has little increasing in per packet delay. 2. K � i s less 
congested than K ? In this case, the performance of existing network degrades. 
Only when path K�has much larger OAR traffic than path K^, or OAR traffic is 
much less than the underlying network traffic, this situation may happen. 
Furthermore, in this case, there is an upper limitation on A二火，which limits the 
performance degradation of existing network. Here, 
KAK,) > Dl^iK,) > > DlJK,) 
and Dl^ (K,) - Z ) �( K , ) > D^^ (火丨)-Dl^  {K,). From 
rLM • i^LM ) + KM (火2 )DIM ( ^ 2 ) -
( M (火, ) - ( M ( ^ 2 ( ^ 2 ) ) ^ 0 
we obtain 
八 , 小 t � M 队 W^lAK) - - •lAKi)讽AK^) - Km 队y) 
Next we will illustrate how our OOAR routing scheme works compared with the 
optimal IP routing scheme and with single path routing through an example network. 
Figure 4.5 shows the network topology. We did simulation on this network, using 
three routing scheme, and records their overall delays. The big circle represents 
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OAR nodes, and forms a 4-node fully connected overlay network on top of original 
network. For OOAR routing, the underlying network routes traffic by single shortest 
path. We denote traffic generated from OAR node and also destined to OAR nodes 
as OAR traffic, and denote other traffic as the underlying traffic. OAR nodes 
redistributed OAR traffic among themselves on top of the routing of underlying 
network. In this network, each link has a capacity of 20 units, and each demand 
needs bandwidth of r units. We assume all links behave like M/M/1 queues, then we 
use following equation to compute the delay of a link: 
= � 广 S、+、丄 (4.16) ��ik -Ji ) 
where is the flow through the link (/, k), and Q and r议 are the capacity and 
propagation delay of the link. Then the marginal delay can be obtained in a 
closed form expression by differentiating equation (4.16). [53] 
6 
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Figure 4.5 T o p o l o g y , � ” represents traffic generated from node i destined to node j 
In the simulation, we define following traffic demands: 
OAR traffic demands: 
广2,5 =广2’7 =广2,10 =广5,2 =厂5,7 =广5’10 =厂7,2 =广7,5 =广7,10 = � ’ 2 =广 10,5 = 0^,7 =广 
Underlying traffic demands: 
尸6’1 = q’6 =尸4,9 =厂9’4 =广8,3 = 3^.8 =厂6’4 = ^^ .S = = = 厂 2 , 4 =厂 10,8 = � 9 =厂5,3 = ^ 
We increase r from 0 to 5 and record the overall traffic delay and overall OAR traffic 
delay and overall underlying traffic delay on three routing schemes. Figure 4.6 — 4.8 
shows the results of simulation. In the figure we label optimal IP routing scheme 
with '10' , single path routing scheme with 'SP'. 
3 0 0 � • I 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- - 来 - 1 0 { • ^^  ^ ^ I 
250 -令 OOAR 丨：丨-
召 丨  
g 丨| 
S 2 0 0 - 十 -Ui I .£ f 1 ； ？ 150 - ； 一 0 / 1 / 
2 1 0 0 - “ « I 
SO-
nl_ 0 T 1 1 1 ‘ —'—— 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
r 
Figure 4.6 Overall traffic delay under different r 
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Figure 4.7 Overall O A R traffic delay under different r 
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Figure 4.8 Overall underlying traffic delay under different r 
As shown in figure 4.6 and 4.7, we can see that when traffic is light, three routing 
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scheme has almost the same performance. While, when the traffic is heavy, OOAR 
routing scheme can obtain much improved performance comparing with single path 
routing. Furthermore, as shown in figure 4.6 and 4.7，when traffic rate r is larger 
than 3.8，the overall delay of single path routing increases sharply. This indicates 
that some links are overloaded. However, OOAR successfully avoids such network 
congestion. Figure 4.8 compares the delay of underlying traffic, and it shows us that 
the OOAR routing scheme reduces the overall delay of OAR traffic as well as the 
overall delay of underlying traffic. 
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Routing Algorithm 
There are two major problems make the optimal OAR routing not suitable for the 
scenario of highly dynamic traffic and network topology. First, it requires the input 
traffic and network topology to be stationary or quasi-stationary, because the 
computation of routing parameters is a very slow process as it is a 
destination-controlled process. The destination initiates iterations that adjust the 
routing parameters at every OAR nodes. Each iteration takes a time proportional to 
the diameter of the OAR network. Furthermore, the number of messages is 
proportional to the number of OAR links. Second, it requires synchronizing routing 
information throughout the OAR network to avoid loop, and this synchronization is 
a time-consuming process. 
Here we proposed a simplified two-step sub-optimal routing algorithm to address 
above problems, which we called Sub-Optimal Overlay Auxiliary Routing (SOAR) 
algorithm. The main idea of SOAR is that it separates path establishing from traffic 
allocation and it precludes the use of neighbors that may lead to looping instead of 
synchronization to ensure loop-freedom. The intuition behind it is that first, 
establishing loop-free paths from sources to destinations takes a much longer time 
than shifting loads from one neighbor to another, and the local heuristics traffic 
allocation can respond quickly to temporary traffic burst using local short-term 
metrics alone. Accordingly, the OAR node first establishes multiple paths using 
long-term delay information, and then adjusts the fraction of traffic delivered 
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through the predefined paths using short-term marginal distance information. 
Second, when selecting multiple loop-free paths, the process of precluding the use of 
neighbors that may lead to looping is much faster than the process of 
synchronization. We use a modified blocking technique based on OOAR's blocking 
technique to implement this. 
In this chapter, we first introduce the approximation conditions to optimal overlay 
routing, which is the fundamental of SOAR algorithm. Then we give a whole picture 
of SOAR algorithm. After that we give a more detailed introduction on the traffic 
allocation algorithm. We close this chapter with the discussion on the measuring of 
marginal delay of OAR link. 
5.1 Approximation Conditions to Optimal Overlay Routing 
A big problem to solve the minimum delay routing problem according to Eq.(4.13)-
Eq.(4.17) directly is that these equations assume that routing information is 
consistent throughout the network. In practice, a node must calculate its marginal 
distance and successor set using routing information obtained through its neighbors, 
and this information may be outdated without synchronization. If this happened, 
routing loop may occur. The blocking technique in OOAR algorithm to ensure 
instantaneous loop-freedom can not work properly under such situation. Therefore, 
in order to prevent instantaneous routing loop without global synchronization, 
additional constraints should be imposed on the choice of successors at each OAR 
node. We did this by precluding the use of neighbors that may lead to looping. 
Several Algorithms have been proposed in the past to provide loop-free paths at 
every instant for the case of single-path routing (e.g., the Jaffe-Moss Algorithm [27], 
DUAL [28], LPA [29]，and the Merlin-Segall algorithm [30]). The DASM algorithm 
has been proposed for the case of multiple paths per destination [31]. All these 
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algorithms are based on the exchange of vectors of distances, together with some 
form of coordination among routers spanning one or multiple hops. The 
coordination among routers determines when the routers can update their routing 
tables. This coordination is in turn guided by local conditions that depend on values 
of reported distances to destinations and that are sufficient to prevent loops from 
occurring. 
In [9], the authors generalize the work to date on loop-free routing over single paths 
or multiple paths by means of the loop-free invariant (LFI) conditions, which are 
applicable to any type of routing algorithm. It is presented below: 
Loop-free Invariant (LFI) conditions: any routing algorithm designed such that 
the following two equations are always satisfied, automatically provides loop-free 
paths at every instant, regardless of the type of routing algorithm being used: 
FD丨丨 < D；, k G TV'' ( 5 . 1 ) 
S) ={众| D]. < FD) and 众 e N'], (5.2) 
where is the value D\ node / reported to node K D). is the value D) node 
Jk J 
k reported to i, and D] is the cost from router k to routery; and FD) is called the 
feasible cost of router i for destination j and is an estimate of D'丨,in the sense that 
FD'j equals D) in steady state but is allowed to differ from it temporarily during 
periods of network transitions. 
In link-state algorithms, the value of D]; are determined locally from the link-state 
information supplied by the router's neighbors; in contrast, in distance-vector 
algorithms, the distances are directly communicated among neighbors. 
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According to LFI conditions, if we can find FD^ the feasible marginal distance 
from OAR node L to OAR node M, we can give a routing approach that dose not 
require routing information to be globally consistent. The basic idea of our approach 
is that: the cost known by other nodes may be the current or outdated cost of 
D^m . Therefore, if every time node L updated its cost to others, it save a copy of old 
D t , then the feasible cost FD^ can be find in the history o f D ^ . If we assume the 
M， ^ 
update cost can go over the whole network in a fixed time, then length of 
history is limited. This approach is at the expense of rendering delays that may be 
longer than optimal. Before we give our approximation conditions to optimal 
overlay routing respect to LFI conditions, we first map Eqs. (4.13) — (4.17) into the 
following equations: 
D'm =min (5_3) 
Bt, (5.4) 
St, 二 {A:|(火e"”门(火茫万A",)} (5-5) 
0 K e B^ (5 6) 
么’"(幻 二 \^�K,HLm,GLJ KeSt • 
where = + \ P e S'J, and G^ = {(^.^M) | P e , is a 
function to allocate traffic over the non-blocking paths. The purpose of this function 
is to satisfy ( D ^ + lp) = (Df^ + lg) whereP ,Qe S'^ , which is the Eq. (4.16). We can 
see that Eq. (5.3) is the well-known Bellman-Ford (BF) equation for computing the 
shortest paths. Therefore, overlay minimum delay routing algorithm is also a 
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shortest path routing algorithm using marginal delay as link cost. 
In the overlay sub-optimal routing, we separate path establishing from traffic 
allocation, and the OAR node establishes multiple paths using long-term marginal 
delay information. Hence, we should change the measurement used in Eq. (5.3)— 
(5.6) to compute blocking set to averaged marginal delay. If let Rj^ denote the 
averaged marginal distance form OAR node L to OAR node M, let LR^ denote the 
average marginal delay of OAR link (L, K), the LFI conditions for our mechanism 
are: 
K = (5 .7 ) 
KeN'-
F K ^ K k ^ K e NL (5.8) 
B'm = � ^ F K ) m e N')} (5.9) 
={K\{K G N')门（火茫 5么）} (5.10) 
where R^ is the value R'^ reported to OAR node L by OAR node K. R^^^ may 
be current R^, and may be outdated R^ reported to node L in the past. FR^^ is 
the feasible averaged end-to-end delay from node L to M. 
Therefore, our mechanism for near-optimum-delay routing lies in finding the 
solution to following equations using a distributed algorithm: 
K = (5 .11 ) 
KeN'-
FR'^ < Kk’K e (5.12) 
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Bt ={K\iRL > FRi)门（火 e N')} (5.13) 
St, ={K\{K e N')门（火茫 (5.14) 
D么=min{jD；^ + | e N ' � (5.15) 
么� (M) = | 0 K � (5.16) 
W， / /么，么） K � 
where, H'^ = {D^ + | P g = | P g , and y / i K ^ ^ G t ) 
is a ftinction to allocate traffic as stated before. The first four Eq. are used for 
computing multiple paths to each destination, and the last two Eq. are used for 
traffic allocation. 
5.2 SOAR algorithm Overview 
As shown by Eq. (5.11) - (5.16), we can see the skeleton map of our distributed 
near-optimal routing algorithm. Basically, this routing algorithm is a two-step 
loop-free routing algorithm based on OOAR algorithm. Our SOAR algorithm 
consists of three components: updating routing information, setting up multiple 
loop-free paths, heuristics traffic allocation. 
Firstly, there are two kinds of information needed to be updated in SOAR: the 
long-term marginal delay information and short-term marginal distance information. 
The former one is used for establishing multiple loop-free paths, and the latter one is 
used for distributing traffic on the multiple paths. Accordingly, the former process is 
accompanied with path establishment process and the latter one is accompanied with 
heuristics traffic allocation process. SOAR adopt a partial ordering update protocol 
to update the short-term marginal distance every seconds, a distant-vector 
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protocol to update the averaged long-term delay information every [ seconds. 
For each destination node, OAR nodes use the downstream relationship between 
each other to form a partial ordering. For every OAR node M, at every 7] interval, 
it initiates an iteration to update other nodes' marginal distance to it. If node K is the 
upstream of destination node M，it will measure its /么 and broadcast it as its new 
DL to its neighbors in the order consistent with the downstream partial ordering, 
i.e., node K will broadcast its as the D: to its upstreams. After receiving all 
the Dt from its downstreams, OAR node L will pick up the smallest Z)二 + /；^ 
as its new Dj；^，and broadcast to its upstreams. This process will continue 
until the end nodes in the downstream partial ordering are reaching. Every time an 
OAR node L updates its new D^^^，it will start a heuristics traffic allocation process. 
The detail of this process is discussed in section 5.3. 
At every interval, OAR node L broadcasts its averaged marginal distance 
information for node M to its entire neighbors and starts a process to reselect paths 
to node M. Node L first establishes new paths to node M，and broadcast it the all of 
its neighbors. Each R^ sent by OAR node L is acknowledged by all its neighbors. 
No real route change to destination M is made during the path establishment process; 
this is done until node L receives the entire acknowledgements from its neighbors. 
The inter-neighbor synchronization used here spans only a single hop, unlike the 
synchronization required in OOAR which potentially spans the whole network. This 
synchronization is required to prevent the case that two nodes trying to select each 
other as downstream at the same time. Different from updating/)^ ’ a node can send 
one piece of updated averaged marginal distance information at a time. When the 
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neighbor node K receives the updated , it will acknowledge it immediately and 
judges whether blocked it or not. If there is no route change (node K blocks node L, 
which was previously not blocked or node K unblocks node L, which was previously 
blocked . ) , nothing more will be done by node K. If there is a route change, node K 
will broadcast its new R^ according to the new route to all its neighbors and wait 
for the acknowledgements. However, no actual route change can be made until node 
K receives all the acknowledgements. 
In SOAR, the process of selecting paths to the destination node M, is to find the 
blocking set for node M, i.e., the set of potential neighbor nodes that may lead to 
routing loop. The key point to find the potential neighbor nodes that may lead to 
routing loop is to find a suitable . Because R^^ is the R；^ known by node A：, | 
that means it is R^ at some earlier time/' < t . Logically, if a copy of is saved 
each time an update is sent, a feasible distance FR]^ that satisfies (5.12) can be 
found in the history of values of R^ f that have been saved. If there are totally N 
saved 么 record, the question is how large should the N be? Because the update 
protocol used in SOAR synchronizing the broadcast of update with their neighbors, | 
so the time interval between current time t and the time t' of oldest Rj；^  is no 
more than J\ *(d-JJ, where d is the largest hop-count from OAR node L to the other 
OAR nodes in the downstream ordering of Node M. Then N is the number of R^j 
sent at this time interval. By the knowledge of , we define the blocking set of 
node L for destination node M by a set of nodes K, which R^j^ > FRj^ . 
As a summary, the major procedure of SOAR algorithm for node L lists below, and 
there are two sub procedures ALA (adaptive load adjustment) and PE (path 
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establishment) in this main procedure. ALA is used to compute new routing 
parameter set (j) for destination node M. PE is used to establish new paths to 
destination node M, i.e., to decide the blocking sets to destination node M. 
Procedure PE lists after main procedure SOAR, and ALA is introduced in next 
chapter. 
Procedure SOAR: Main Procedure of SOAR Algorithm { 
1) Initialization � = 0 ; 
2) do { 
2.1) (every 7] seconds) do 
{ 
estimate Z)^ ； 
broadcast D ^ to all the upstreams; 
} 
2.2) if (receive an update D ^ ) 
{ 
if (received D ^ of the entire downstreams) 
{ 
recomputed accordingly i ) ^ ； 




2.3) if (receive an update R ^ ) 
{ 
acknowledge it; 
if(((^l_oid > fK) n ^K)) u 
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old< F R ' ^ ) 门 > F K ) ) ) 
{ 
I f ( ( / 4 _ o l d > F K ) n ( i ? l _ n e w < F R t , ) ) 
B'm 二 B'm - {K}; 
else 
5 么 = 召 么 u {K}; 
KeN'-
Broadcast R ^ to all the neighbors; 










for (every OAR node M) { 
3.1) Call 
3.2) Rt = YJl,具LRLR+IO 
KeN'-
3.3) Broadcast R^^ to all the neighbors; 
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3.5) implement the route change to node M\ 
} 
} 
4) back to step 2; 
}End SOAR 
Procedure PE: Path Establishment Procedure 
{ 
1) Initialization B ^ = {}; 
2) FR'^ I history set of R^k )； 
3) for (each downstream K) do { 
i f ( / 4 > FRt) 
{ 
5 么 = U {K}； 
} 
} 
} End PE 
5.3 Distributing Traffic over Multiple Paths 
The overlay node handles all the flows to the same overly exit node aggregately. It 
first establishes multiple paths to the exit node according to long-term marginal 
distance information. Then it uses a local heuristic multi-path traffic distributing 
algorithm to distribute the traffic on each path. To improve the performance, the 
overlay node can operate on two levels: 
1. On the aggregate as a whole: adjusting the amount of traffic on each path 
to balance the marginal distance of each path. We call this adaptive load 
adjustment, and it is the major part of the heuristic traffic distributing. This 
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T)K 
process is executed every time a node received all the updated ^ from 
its downstreams, and accordingly it computes the new routing parameter 
set 中 . 
2. On the per-flow level within the aggregate: we discuss two ways to further 
improve the performance by explicit resource distribution scheme over all 
the flows within an aggregate. 
In section 5.3.1 we introduced our adaptive load adjustment algorithm. In section 
5.3.2，we discuss the two ways to further improve the performance by explicitly 
distribute resource among all the flows within an aggregate. 
5.3.1 Adaptive load Adjustment 
Before continue, we first look at some notations used here. Letr^ ^ be the total 
input OAR traffic at entry node L to exit node M, let be the successor set of 
A node L for a particular exit node M. Let be the total OAR traffic from L to M, 
and node L will forward them to exit node M by the way of nodes in S'^ and the 
A 
default Internet path. Let be the fraction of the flow that is routed 
over OAR link (L, K), where K^ .. 
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厂U 
Figure 5.1. samples of nodes, virtual links and inputs in an overlay network 
Figure 5.1 shows a sample topology of overlay network. For example, in this 
network, 5•； = {4}’ = and A, , = r, ^ x^ z^ . ^W- The OAR node changes 
the routing parameters 中匕 m � to adjust the load on each path. This adaptive load 
adjustment algorithm is the implementation of function y/, which in last equation of 
our approximation conditions discussed in section 5.1: 
么《(似）= j o , 
’ —V(尺X，G“ kesLM 
As mentioned before, the purpose of function y/ is to achieve equal marginal 
distance on each path. Our load adjustment algorithm balances the marginal distance 
on each path by incrementally moving traffic from the paths with large marginal 
distance to paths with the smaller marginal distance. The follow shows the detail of 
the incremental load adjustment algorithm. The upper right index n of the variant 
shows the step of the algorithm. 
Procedure ALA\ Adaptive Load Adjustment Procedure { 
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1) D= =min(D�+ ); 
Ko + li == n (火 
2) for (each/q 火 e S^ ) do 
{ 
<m(K) = Z)二 + -
} 
3) A" = ( 幻 ( 幻 S t ) n 
4) for (each | (尺e ) 门 ( ( ^ ) * 0)) do 
{ 
C v / � =C l � “ 幻 ； 
} 
5) for(/C= Kq )do 
{ 
伞 lAKo) = O 尺0)+ I a " > K ’ “ 2 ) ; 
} 
} End ALA 
In this algorithm, we decrease the fraction of traffic on the path whose marginal 
distances is large and accordingly increase the fraction of traffic over the path that 
has the smallest marginal delay. The amount of traffic routed away from a path is 
proportional to the marginal distance of the path from the best path. The heuristic 
tends to distributed traffic in such a way that Eq. (4.14) hold t r u e . � is a scale 
factor, 0<"<1 . For ” is very small, convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed, 
but rather slow. As ” increases, the speed of convergence increases but the danger 
of no convergence also increases. In highly dynamic traffic, it is hard for the routing 
parameter computation to reach a constant state. However, too large ” will cause 
traffic fluctuating and inversely affect the routing efficiency. 
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On the starting rule for the algorithm, one possibility is to start with shortest paths; 
that is to set ^^jAK) = 1 for K=L, i.e. the direct Internet path. Another possibility 
is to give heuristic for initial load assignment, like equal loading or proportional to 
K + i l 
5.3.2 Per-flow Routing Control 
We can further improve the performance of our SOAR routing by explicitly 
distributing resource over all the flows within an aggregate according to their flow 
properties like their service class and the sizes. Here, we discuss two possible ways 
that can be used: services differentiation and short flow superior. Services 
differentiation method distributes resource over flows according to their services 
class and short flow superior method distributes resource over flows according to 
their sizes. 
(a) Services differentiation 
Give a choice, many users would like to have control on their own traffic. For 
instance, a user that has multiple flows may want to improve the throughput of his 
"important" flows at the expense of those less "important". In the overlay network 
shown in figure 5.2, we assume the OAR clients traffic are classified into 3 different 
classes, and use a proportionally fair bandwidth distribution. 
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\ node 
l O N ^ ^ v y 
15M / Enter \ J 
^ ^ Relay V ^ ^ 
y node j 
Figure 5.2 Sample Network Topology of Service Differentiation 
In this example, the bandwidths of the three paths are lOM, 15M and 5M 
respectively. We want the bandwidth be allocated in ratio 1:2:3 over the 3 kinds of 
services using a DRR (deficit round robin) scheduling discipline [26]. And there are 
6 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 3 Mbps background traffic on each path. Then the OAR nodes can 
provide the service for three different classes of traffic across an overlay enter-exit 
pair, at the rate of three classes approximated to 1:2:3. 
(b) Short flow superior 
Another way to improve the performance is to utilize a short flow superior 
scheduling algorithm. A user may want to reduce the completion times of short 
flows if this won't impact the completion times of long flows. To illustrate the 
feasibility of such a service, consider the example in Figure 5.3 in which a total 1 
Mbps path is shared by one long flow that transfers 200 Kb, and four short flows 
that transfer 50 Kb each. The long flow starts the transfer at time 0，while short 
flows start their transfer at time 0，0.1，0.2 and 0.3 sec respectively. Figure 5.3(a) 
shows the case when all flows receive an equal share of the path bandwidth. In 
contrast, Figure 5.3(b) shows the case when the entry node runs a per-flow 
scheduling algorithm that gives the short flows 3/4 of the available bandwidth. As a 
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result, each flow completes the transfer in only 0.066 sec. In this way, we reduce the 
average delay over all flows. The important point to note is that this improvement 
dose not affects the long flow. 
I “ S h o r t f l o w ] l o n g f l o w 
i k ""“ 
• ； • . • . . • ‘ • • ‘ • • - -“ 
1 r I •. . _ L I I j I • 
o O J ^ ^ 0 . 4 s e c 
^ ‘ ‘ 
乏 -
•, • � • ‘ -v :.  ：‘ :.、： ： ： • ：： 
I % • . . 'r ‘ .. . . . . , 
_ I . 丨 I i i j • 
o 0 . 1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 s e c 
Figure 5.3: Improving short flow completion times, (a) Short and long flows split equally 
the available bandwidth, (b) Short flows get 3/4 of the available bandwidth. The 
completion time of short flows decreases to 0.066 sec; the completion time of the long flow 
remains unchanged. 
5.4 Discussion on Marginal Delay of an OAR Link 
How to obtain the marginal delay of an OAR link is a very interesting problem. 
Theoretically, for a given network topology and underlying network traffic flow set, 
the end-to-end delay of an OAR link is a function of input rates of OAR traffic flows. 
In practice, real network is often too complicated to be studied analytically. 
Moreover, knowledge of the network for deriving analytical expressions of 
end-to-end delay is insufficient for OAR nodes. It is hard for OAR nodes to 
determine the underlying network traffic flow rates and hard to leam the underlying 
network topology. 
As a result, it is preferable to estimate the marginal delay of an OAR link directly. 
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An OAR link can be regarded as a Discrete Event System (DES), which is driven by 
the arrival of clients' packets at discrete instants of time. For a number of years there 
has been an interest in the technologies to estimate gradients of performance 
measures from observations of the DES. Therefore, we can estimate the marginal 
delay using these gradient estimation technologies. Foremost among these 
technologies that have been developed recently are Infinitesimal Perturbation 
Analysis (IPA) [56] [40] and the Likelihood Ratio (LR) [41] method. 
IPA and LR methods have been used to estimate the on-line performance gradients 
of an IP link modeled as queuing networks [34] [41]. A similar way can be developed 
to estimate the marginal delay of an OAR link. However, we do not address this 
problem in our work, and assume we have obtained the marginal delay information 
of an OAR link. 
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Sub-Optimal Overlay Auxiliary Routing 
In this chapter, we investigate the efficiency of our SOAR (Sub-Optimal Overlay 
Auxiliary Routing) algorithm by comparing the performance of SOAR with direct IP 
routing and equal loading multi-path routing. Experiment results show SOAR can 
offer significant performance improvement on overall delay, packet loss rate, and 
potential sending rate, when compared to direct IP routing and equal loading 
Multi-path Routing. 
6.1 Experiment Method Description 
In the following, we label direct IP routing with ‘SP，and equal loading multi-path 
routing with ‘EP’ for short. The results of experiments show that the resultant overall 
delays, packet loss rate and the potential sending rate of SOAR are significantly 
better than SP and EP. 
We evaluate the performance of SOAR by doing experiments on PlanetLab network 
for over 2 weeks. PlanetLab is an open, globally distributed testbed for developing, 
deploying and accessing planetary-scale network services. There are currently more 
than 220 machines at 100 sites world-wide available to support both short-term 
experiments and long-running network services [53]. As shown in figure 1，we 
selected seven sites, which are listed in table 1，to form a fully connected overlay 
network. In this overlay network, respectively, we setup UDP and TCP flows 
between several source-destination pairs. We also recorded the accordingly 
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performance measurements. The source-destination pairs are listed in table 2. For 
UDP packets, we recorded the performance measurements every 1 second. Totally 
there are 147481 pieces of measurements. For TCP flows, we recorded the 
performance information every 16kB of traffic, and totally there are 436745 pieces 
of measurements. 
Node ID Name IP Address Location 
1 Kaist 143.248.139.169 Korea 
2 Sinica 140.109.17.180 Taiwan 
3 Mit 18.31.0.191 East coast of USA 
4 San Jose 69.28.151.2 West coast of USA 
5 Stanford 171.64.64.217 West coast of UST 
6 Unibo 130.136.254.21 Italy 
7 CUHK 137.189.97.18 Hong Kong 
Table 1: node list of Current 7-node OAR experiment 
# F l o w ID Source Destination 
i Kaist(l) San Jose(3) 
~ ~ 2 K a i s t ( l ) C U H K ( 7 ) 
3 MIT(2) " l ^ J o s e ( 3 ) 
“ 4 MIT(2) C U H K ( ~ 
5 " sanJose (3) — Sinica(4) 
“ 6 SanJose(3) CUHK(7) 
7 Sinica(4厂 MIT(2) 
8 Sinica(4) Unibo(6) 
9 Stanford(5) Kaist(l) 
10 "^anfo rd (5 ) MIT(2) 
n Unibo(6) Sinica(4) 
12 Unibo(6) Stanford(5) 
13 Unibo(6) Kaist(l) Figure 1: fully connected overlay topology  ^ � 14 CUHK(7) Stanford(5) 
1 5 ^ CUHK(7) San Jose(3) 
1 6 ~ ~ CUHK(7) Unibo(6) 
Table 2: list of Source and destination pairs 
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On this overlay network, we implemented three routing algorithms: OAR, SP and ER 
For SP routing, every node sends the packets directly to their destinations using 
default Internet path. For both of the other two multi-path routing algorithms, EP 
and OAR, firstly, we use the loop-free algorithm described in chapter 5 to select the 
neighbors of an overlay node for every other destination nodes. By doing this, we 
setup multiple paths on the overlay network. We start the path selection with shortest 
path, where the average delay of each overlay link is used as link weight. We allow 
every node to reselect its paths every yy seconds. In our experiments, on the average, 
every node has 2.57 outgoing overlay links for each destination. 
After setting up multiple paths, for EP routing, every node will always try to split all 
the incoming traffic equally on each outgoing overlay links. For OAR, every node 
uses the load-balancing heuristics algorithm described in chapter 5.6 to distribute the 
traffic on each outgoing overlay links. For UDP packets, we recorded the round trip 
time (RRT) and the number of lost packets of each path of every source-destination 
pair. In our experiments, we use the RRT to represent delay, and in the following we 
also call it delay. In order to record this performance information, every time a node 
received a data packet, it would send a response back along the sending path. For 
TCP flows, we recorded their sending rates. We call the traffic carrying response the 
control traffic, and accordingly, clients' traffic are called data traffic. In the 
experiments, the load-balancing heuristics is executed every xx seconds. Therefore, 
the interval of updating routing table is parameterized by xx and yy intervals, where 
XX is the interval for redistributing traffic on each path and yy is the interval for 
reselecting multiple paths. The effect of parameter xx and yy will be discussed later. 
In the experiments, every node has four modules: Traffic Generator, Sender, 
Deliverer and Receiver, as shown in Figure 2. The Traffic Generator module can 
generate UDP packets with certain rate and certain number of TCP flows. The 
Sender module is responsible for selecting path and distributing traffic on each path. 
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The Receiver module is used to receive packets destined for the node. Every time 
the Receiver receives a packet, it will send a response back along the sending path. 
The Deliverer module is responsible for receiving intransit packets and delivering 
them to their destination. Every time the Deliverer receives a packet, it will also 
send a response back along the sending path. With the help of these control traffic, 
we can build our performance database. In SOAR, the Sender will use this 
performance database to select path and distribute traffic. All the intransit packets 
will also use Sender as their forwarding service, rather than over the direct IP paths. 
"1 Control traffic 
^ ^ Receiver 
Data t r a f f i c ^ y ； ^ \ 
厂 Control traffic \ Qutcoming 
/ ^ Deliverer ' " ^ j 
/ I Data traffic / 
Incoming _ _ / ^ Sender y j 
Traffic \ ^ 
\ Traffic U： / 
\ Generator 
\ r - ^ 
\ Control traffic . Performance 
^ . Database 
Figure 2: The structure of a node 
Practically, we could not implement three algorithms at the same time. Due to the 
continuous variance of network environment, we could not compare the 
performance of the three algorithms in exactly same network environment. But we 
believe the average result of large quantity of experiments could give us relatively 
accurate performance of the three different algorithms. In the following, we evaluate 
the performance of OAR, EP and SP by using cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
across all of our experiment results. As shown by the results, major improvements 
can be obtained by our OAR algorithm, comparing with EP and SP 
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6.2 Comparison of overall delay 
SOAR is a simple real-time approximation to minimum delay routing, and the main 
goal of SOAR is to achieve smaller overall delay under the fast changing Internet 
network condition. Figure 3 shows the average overall delay under different input 
traffic rate in Kbs/s. We let d ^ represents the delay on overlay link (i，j) and f . j 
represents the delay on overlay link (i, j), then the overall delay is the sum of 
d . j * f i j for every overlay link (i，j). In our experiments, every flow had the same 
traffic rate, so the overall delay is also the total delay of 16 flows. As shown in 
figure 3，we can see that SOAR reduced the delay obviously under both large and 
small input traffic rate, compared with SP and EP. Averaging on all experiment 
results, we obtained that the overall delay of SP is 1.06 times of OAR and the overall 
delay of EP is 1.41 times of OAR. In a world-wide overlay network, usually, direct 
Internet IP path has the smallest delay. EP may improve the throughput or reduce the 
packet loss rate compared with single path routing. However, EP would increase the 
delay severely. This is also a problem of many multi-path routing algorithms 
implemented on the overlay. Therefore, the EP routing has the largest overall delay, 
as shown in the figure. 
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Comparison of overall delays under different traffic rate 
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Figure 3 Overall RTT of all flows in overlay network under different input traffic rate, we 
did the experiment every 10 Kb/s, and plot the figure every 50 Kb/s 
Figure 4 is the CDF of the difference between the average overall delay of SP, EP 
routing and the delay of SOAR across all input traffic rate. To show the performance 
improvement by SOAR more clearly, as shown by figure 5, we present the CDF of 
the degradation percentage of overall delay using SOAR, comparing with SP and EP 
routing. As shown by the figures, we can see that in 98% cases, SOAR had smaller 
overall delay than SP routing, and above 50% cases, the delay of OAR was 200 ms 
less than that of SP. For EP routing, the delay of OAR is far less than that of EP. This 
means as a multi-path routing algorithm, OAR successfully overcomes the large 
delay problem of multi-path routing on the overlay network. These results prove that 
OAR is able to achieve relatively small overall delay under dynamic Internet traffic 
and topology condition, and the small overall delay is a proof of better network 
resource utilization. 
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As shown by our experiments, OAR not only reduce the overall delay, but also 
reduce most of the end-to-end delay of the source-destination pairs. Figure 6 shows 
the difference of end-to-end delay between SOAR and SP, EP routing on each 
source-destination pairs across our entire experimental traffic rate. We can see that 
only 15% of the end-to-end delay of SP routing is smaller than SOAR and only 4% 
of the end-to-end delay of EP routing is smaller than SOAR. Therefore, we can 
conclude that in the experiment, there may be only one or two source-destination 
pairs, whose end-to-end delay using SOAR was larger than the delay using SP 
routing at most of the time. 
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Figure 6 CDF of the difference of e2e delay under different traffic rates between SOAR, 
and SP, EP routing on every source-destination pair 
6.3 Effect of the Routing update interval parameters xx and yy 
The performance of SOAR depends on the routing update interval parameters - xx 
and yy. Fortunately, we can easily set xx and yy as local parameters independently at 
each node. Every xx slot, the load-balancing heuristics are executed, which are 
strictly local computations and require no communication. Therefore, xx can be set 
according to the processing power available at the router. In our experiment, we set 
it to 1 second. 
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Figure 7 average delay of each source-destination pair under different yy setting 
Figure 7 shows the effect of increasing yy when xx and input traffic rate is fixed. We 
plot the average delay of each flow when yy equals to 10 seconds and 20 
respectively. Observe that when yy is increased from 10 to 30 seconds, the delays of 
SOAR is not severely changed. Ideally, small update interval can react to the 
network change more accurately, and consequently has better performance. However, 
in our experiments, it shows that more frequent route change (yy=10) did not always 
overcome slower route change (yy=30). As a whole, the change of delay is 
negligible. There are many factors limiting the benefit of frequent route change. 
Firstly，sending frequent update messages consumes bandwidth and can also cause 
oscillations under high loads. Secondly, in Internet, where traffic is burst, a heavy 
loaded link may turn to be light loaded in a second, so it is not easy to predict the 
condition of a route and the change of current bad performance route may not 
improve the performance. Thirdly, the end-to-end delay on each overlay path varies 
largely, and in our 7 nodes experiment, did not have many good paths. This result is 
important; it indicates that yy can be set longer in OAR without significantly 
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degrading performance. 
6.4 Comparison of packet loss rate 
In our experiment, SOAR also had significant improvement on packet loss rate 
compared wi th EP and SP routing. Figure 8 shows the CDF o f the difference 
between the packet loss rates o f SP, EP routing and the packet loss rate o f SOAR 
across our entire experiment results. To show the degree that SOAR reduced the 
packet loss rate more clearly, figure 9 is presented wi th CDF o f the degradation 
percentage using SOAR compared wi th SP and EP routing. Packet loss rates o f the 
same source-destination pair and under the same input traffic rate are compared. 
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As shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9，we can see that in near 90% cases, OAR has 
smaller packet loss rate than SP routing and in near 50% cases, OAR has less than 
half packet loss rate of SP routing. For EP routing, we can see that in near 88% cases, 
OAR has smaller packet loss rate than equal loading routing and in near 36% cases， 
OAR has less than half packet loss rate than equal loading routing. Averaging on our 
entire experiment results, we can see that packet loss rate of single path routing is 
3.69 times of SOAR, and the packet loss rate of equal loading routing is 2.38 times 
of SOAR. 
Comparison of loss rate under different input traffic rate, 6-1 
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Studying the packet loss rate of each source-destination pair, we can find that OAR 
was able to bypass congested link. This result suggests OAR a stable platform for 
heavy link loaded situation. Figure 10 in the flowing is an example of this case. It is 
the packet loss rate of the flows from Unibo to Kaist, and we did experiments under 
different input traffic rate. The packet loss rate of SP is actually the packet loss rate 
of the default Internet path. We can see that by the way of other light loaded overlay 
paths, the packet loss rate was significant reduced, and SOAR did better than EP 
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routing. 
6.5 Comparison of potential maximum data transmission rate 
With the help of other nodes in the overlay network, a node can improve its data 
transmission rate. Therefore, we would like to explore the potential maximum data 
transmission rates of three routing algorithms. To achieve the purpose, the Traffic 
Generator module of each node launched the TCP transmissions to each other 
without constraints. The average rates (KB/s) of all source-destination pairs under 
different routing algorithm were plotted in figure 11. Our experiment result shows 
that the potential transmission rate of SOAR was 2.3292 times of single path routing 
and 1.3546 of equal loading routing. This result suggests OAR a promising 
algorithm for heavy transmission tasks. 
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Figure 11 potential data transmission rate using OAR, Single path and Equal loading 
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6.6 Stability of the OAR load-balancing heuristics algorithm 
In dynamic Internet traffic environment, although multi-path routing algorithm will 
not converge, the stability of this algorithm is still a very important problem. In 
multi-path routing, fast traffic changing on each path has negative effect on the 
performance, because fast traffic changing on paths will bring burst to the network 
and errors on network condition prediction. 
We study the stability of OAR load-balancing heuristics algorithm by examining the 
traffic distribution on each path in an experiment. The results of experiments show 
that by using OAR, traffic will not fluctuate severely on each path, which is very 
practical aspect for OAR to be used in real world. We illustrate figure 12 and figure 
13 to show the distribution of traffic. The results of these two figures come from 2 
solo experiments. Figure 12 shows how node Kaist distributes the fraction of traffic 
on each path for source-destination pair Kaist to CUHK. Figure 13 shows how node 
Kaist distributes the fraction of traffic on each path for source-destination pair Kaist 
to San jose. Using error bars, we plot the average fraction of traffic with 95% 
confidence interval on each path under different traffic rate. Following the procedure 
outlined in [54], we compute the confidence interval as: a - i ± �9乃;…�where 
~a - b represent the sample means, <[ 975;…is the (1- a /2)-quantile of the t 
variate with v degrees of freedom, and s is the standard deviation of the mean 
difference. This method is a conservative measure of the effect of variation. The 
following two figures show relatively tight error bounds at most of the time. 
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Figure 12 flows from Kaist to CUHK, in this experiment pathl is by the way of Sinica, 
path2 is direct Internet path, path3 is by the way of Stanford 
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Appendix 
Proof of Sufficient Condition for Overlay Minimum Delay Routing: 
Here we give the proof that the following equation is a sufficient condition to 
minimize D ” if IP link delay D � j is convex and continuously differentiable 
forO < f. .<C. • and monotonously increases with . J “J “J 
^ dDr dDj ” � 
Z 钱从,.)+ T ^ �… D M + t � - ^ ⑴ 
Suppose that (f> satisfies Eq.(l) and has the node flow ；I and IP link f l o w / a n d 
OAR link flow t. Let (f be any arbitrary set of routing variables, and has the node 
flow X* and IP link flow f and OAR link flow 广 Let us define: 
/.,(«) = (!-«)/,,+ «/；•：, ⑶ 
/ \ 
胁 ) = z "’“仅）Z A v ( A . / ( « ) ) � 
(/’y)e/5'•人） y 
There is a set of routing variables (l>{a) which give rise to f(a) and t(a)，but 
they are not linear in a and their existence is not relevant to our proof. Each IP 
link delay D . � i s a convex function of the IP link f low/, and we first prove that 
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Dj.{a) is convex in a . 
D 刺 = z � “ �I 樣 Z 2：如⑷ X樣⑷ )） 
Let = / ) , , ( / , , ( « ) ) , then. 
h"(a)=((�-、、抓j - f,j)D' (/,,(«)) + � A O O D " { A A ^ W u - f u f (5) 
hence 二 X Z 厂⑷ / \ 
= 1： a:厂/•，》"(/•») 1： �� 
iij)^ (丄’/0:(/’y)eL"-人） 乂 
+ Z I t i �抽 D " [ f 德 f:厂 f j 
( /J) (L,/：):('. ⑶ 
note the background traffic are the same under both 中，and f，i.e., h]j = b. j so 
Z 一 ",《）=(乂： - Ay)，and hence /)；(«) > 0 . Therefore, we prove 
Dj{a) is convex in a . Hence, we have; 
da 
Since z^T is arbitrary, proving that d D j , i a ) / d a l ^ ^ > 0 will complete the proof. 
From Eqs.(2)-(4), 
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dDj.{a) 
da 
= Z k r � J I D丨Mj_+tL’摘 Z K S A M j - A J ) 
= Z I Av(Ay) +〔， I 氏 
- I f i h , . I ".’/(/；•’》+、& Z ^ u i f i M j 
(7) 
/ A 
L e t A = X I D �从j 川 I 氏 M i j ) f L and 
(L,K)eV\ 人'> (/’_/)eL(''.人） 
( \ 
B = I I Av(九 . )+ , “ Z 氏MiMj . 
(L.K)eV \ (J，j�eiy'.K� (/’y)eZ5'•.人> J 
We first prove that 
I L A , . Z a:’//，,.)-。Z A:，/九•)/；•:. 
(8) 
(9) 
Multiplying both sides of Eq.(l) by (pl^^^K) summing over 尺，we get 
Y i i h . Z 视 • ) + Z A v C A p l x C w l ^ f ^ 
K 1^� • ! } ' . � ' � ( / ’ . / > L " ' , 人 j ； ur^M 
K �M 
(10) 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq.(lO) by A；,, , summing over L, M, and 
r e c a l l i n g , : ’ K = : S A l ; ^ < C(。，w e g e t : 
M 
f f 力 。* dDf 
L h’K h,K l ^ f i K �� ’( u 仏 K� LM 沈LM 
-L冷LM⑷入 
(11) 
From Eq.(4.1) ：^义：乂，� =义“ - “， s u b s t i t u t i n g this into the rightmost 
term of Eq.(l l) Ind canceling, we get Eq.(8). Apply the similar method to the 
Eq.(4.7), we get Eq.(9). Hence 
" A • � = 
da „=o 
" A • � 二 乂 一 召 
da „=o 
\ 
> I I D ; ’ y a v ) ( " 厂 乂 
as mentioned before X ((欠—"’《）=(乂—九），hence 
(L’/0:(/’_/>L(� 
叫 ⑷ =a-B 
da a=o 
乏 I ^ f K ( A j ) Z (12) 
- s K , . z D u ^ A M j - f i A 
iL,K)ey\ (iJ)eL�"� 
=0 
Now we have ^ ^ ^ =0，We see that dD,(a)/da>0 at «二0，completing 
dec „=o 
the proof. 
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